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‘Will focus on 
innovations 
to reach next 
200 mn users’ 
Come rain or shine, MANISH TIWARY, vice-president and country 
manager, consumer business, Amazon India, never misses his 
morning run. He runs at least 5 kilometres every day and uses Hoka 
Mach 5 running shoes. Tiwary is bringing the same mental and 
physical toughness to oversee day-to-day operations at the e-
commerce giant and head an army of thousands of employees in 
India. In an interview with Peerzada Abrar at Amazon’s office in 
Bengaluru’s World Trade Centre, Tiwary says it is still early days for 
Amazon India. Edited excerpts. 

Amazon launched its first shopping website in India in 
June 2013. How do you view these 10 years in the country? 
During the early days, we created a lite application (app), 
which would be impacted less even in regions that did not have 
good network coverage. We were the first to use the ‘pay on 
delivery’ model. We introduced various languages early, from 
English and Hindi to South Indian languages. We launched 
Seller Flex, in which you can keep the inventory at your 
warehouse and use our technology, and we would pick up the 
order and dispatch it reliably. We built a mobile app for sellers 
because they would not use a desktop. It is now available in five 
languages, besides English. Even for logistics, early on, we 
realised that in every neighbourhood, there are kirana stores 
that know everyone in that locality. We worked with them as 
delivery partners. Now millions of packets get delivered 
through this. 

Amazon founder Jeff Bezos predicted that the 21st century 
was going to be the ‘India’s century’. What are the new 
opportunities that you are looking at in the country? 
India promises to be an 
exciting country in the next 
decade. If you take the 
penetration of e-commerce, 
it will probably be about 3 
per cent in fashion and 1 per 
cent in grocery. Now 
dovetail it with the fact that 
we are the country with 
probably one of the 
youngest age profiles. 
Our per capita income is 
hovering at $2,200–2,300. 
There is a lot of data that 
shows that once you start 
crossing a certain point, 
consumption explodes, and 
that is what happened with 
countries like China. If you 
line up these factors 
together, that is what our 
focus is going to be. 
There is so much headroom 
for growth that we could live 
off this particular 
combination of factors for 
the next few decades. To do 
that, we have to do a lot of 
innovation (like live 
commerce) and reach the 
next 200 million customers. 
We need to innovate 
because what worked for the 
first 1.1 million sellers might 
not work for the next set of 
sellers. Our innovations 
would also be focused on 
driving the flywheel, which 
is getting more sellers,  
more selection, and our 
goods faster into the hands 
of the consumer.  

Industry experts say that shopping across e-commerce 
platforms is growing slower than anticipated. Are  
we witnessing any slowdown in the e-commerce and  
retail sectors? 
The growth in January last year can’t be compared to January 
this year, as the Covid tailwinds last year were very high. But 
the rest of the businesses are doing well. I continue to be 
optimistic. There is a lot of innovation happening in the e-
commerce space. Factors such as rising income and e-
commerce online penetration being very low will continue to 
play a role. Last year was the first festival sale after Covid, and it 
did go well. The way per capita is growing, consumption boost 
will also be significant. It should be a better Diwali this year. 

Amazon India recently increased seller fee for several key 
categories. Do you see this spurring other e-commerce 
players to increase their seller fee? 
Our seller fee philosophy is different. It’s based on our cost of 
operations, which we believe is the sweet spot for our sellers to 
do business. We have a cadence where twice a year the fees get 
changed; sometimes they go up and sometimes they go down. 
There is nothing odd about this. Some other marketplaces may 
look at it as a way to change their fee, but we would never do it 
at the expense of the seller’s business. 

Amazon recently said it would put $12.7 billion into 
Amazon Web Services in India by 2030. Do you see 
Amazon’s India focus shifting from e-commerce to  
Cloud computing? 
Whether it’s Cloud, 100 originals being produced on Amazon 
Prime Video, or digitisation of stores, it shows that Amazon 
continues to be bullish on India. Also, different businesses 
have different investment cycles. Building a data centre is a 
lot of investment, and then it plays out over time. The stores 
have different formats of investment. The big takeaway for 
me is that Amazon continues to be excited about what’s 
happening in India. 

You exited some bets you made earlier, like food delivery and 
edtech. What kind of impact do you see the macroeconomic 
uncertainty having on Amazon’s India business? 
India continues to be the bright spot; the numbers are 
reflective of that. The layoffs are part of the people planning 
process and an annual procedure. You have examples of 
Prime Video and payments, and we are very excited about 
what we see. This is a company of builders. We try to 
experiment in new areas, and sometimes they work and 
sometimes they don’t.  

We had a couple of initiatives, which we call ‘sandboxing’ 
within limited geography to learn more. When we assessed 
some of those businesses in the second half of last year, we 
felt it would be difficult to add value to the customer in a 
sustainable manner. We ‘sunsetted’ them. 
At the same time, in the middle of last year, we started social 
commerce, and in February this year, we launched Amazon 
Air. There is no change in our intent to experiment with the 
right framework or our interest in investing in India. 
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OUR SELLER FEE 
PHILOSOPHY IS 
DIFFERENT...TWICE 
A YEAR THE FEE 
GETS CHANGED, 
SOMETIMES THEY GO 
UP AND SOMETIMES 
THEY GO DOWN, IT'S 
NOT JUST IN A 
LINEAR DIRECTION

MANISH 
TIWARY 

V-P and 
country 
manager, 
consumer 
business, 
Amazon 
India

 Extracts from the Consolidated Audited Financial Results of Prestige Estates Projects Limited 
for the quarter and year ended March 31, 2023: 

Notes:

a. The above audited results have been reviewed by the Audit Committee and approved by 
the Board of Directors at their respective meetings held on 30 May 2023.

b. The above is an extract of the detailed format of quarterly and half yearly nancial results 
led with the Stock Exchange(s) under regulation 33 & 52 of the Listing Regulations. The full 
format of the Financial Results for the quarter and year ended March 31, 2023 are available on 
the Company's website www.prestigeconstructions.com and can also be viewed on the stock 
exchange websites of www.nseindia.com and www.bseindia.com. 

c. The results have been prepared in accordance with IND AS prescribed under section 133 of 
the Companies Act, 2013.

Place: Bengaluru
Date: May 30, 2023

By order of the Board of 
Prestige Estates Projects Limited

Sd/- 
Irfan Razack 

Chairman and Managing Director
DIN: 00209022

PRESTIGE ESTATES PROJECTS LIMITED
CIN: L07010KA1997PLC022322

Registered Ofce: Prestige Falcon Tower, No.19, Brunton Road, Bengaluru - 560025
Email: investors@prestigeconstructions.com; Website: www.prestigeconstructions.com

NOTICE
Transfer of Equity Shares of the Company 

to the Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority

Notice is hereby given that the shares of the Company, in respect of which the final dividend declared by the

Company for the financial year 2015-16 remains unpaid or unclaimed, are due to be transferred to the Investor

Education and Protection Fund Authority (IEPF) on August 30, 2023, as required pursuant to Section 124(6) of the

Companies Act, 2013 and the IEPF (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and Refund) Rules, 2016.

Accordingly, the shareholders of the Company, who are yet to claim dividend for the financial year 2015-16,

are requested to claim such dividend on or before August 14, 2023, failing which no claim shall thereafter lie

against the Company. Individual communication is also being sent to the concerned Shareholders, whose shares

are liable to be transferred to the IEPF Authority, at their address registered with the Company, giving details of

the shares due for transfer to the IEPF Authority. Such details are also available on the website of the Company

https://www.coromandel.biz/. In case valid claim is not received from the Shareholders on or beforeAugust 14, 2023,

the Company will proceed to transfer the shares to the IEPF Authority as per the stipulated procedure.

In this connection, please note the following:

• In case of shares held in physical form: Duplicate Share Certificates will be issued and transferred to IEPF. The

original share certificates registered and held in shareholder’s name will automatically stand cancelled.

• In case of share held in electronic form: The Company shall inform the Depository by way of corporate action for

transfer of shares lying in shareholder’s demat account in favour of IEPF.

Consequent upon transfer, the concerned shareholder can claim the unpaid or unclaimed dividend and the shares

from the IEPF Authority by sending physical copy of the requisite documents to the Company for obtaining the

entitlement letter, pursuant to Circular dated July 20, 2022 issued by the IEPF Authority, and thereafter submitting

online application in the prescribed Form IEPF-5 available on the website www.iepf.gov.in.

For further information or clarification, the concerned shareholders may contact the Company or the Registrars &

Share Transfer Agents (KFin Technologies Limited), at the following address:

Coromandel International Limited

Regd. Office: “Coromandel House”,

1-2-10, Sardar Patel Road,

Secunderabad – 500 003

Tel No.: +91-40-6699 7000

Fax: +91-40-2784 4117

Email:investorsgrievance@coromandel.murugappa.com

Website: www.coromandel.biz

KFin Technologies Limited

Regd. Office: Selenium Tower B, Plot 31-32, Gachibowli,

Financial District, Nanakramguda, Serilingampally

Hyderabad - 500 032

Tel.: +91-40-6716 1616 / 1560

Fax No.: +91-40-2342 0814

Toll Free No.: 1800-3094-001

Email: einward.ris@kfintech.com;

Website: www.kfintech.com

For Coromandel International Limited

sd/-

Place : Secunderabad Rajesh Mukhija

Date : May 31, 2023 Sr Vice President – Legal & Company Secretary
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UÀÄgÀÄªÁgÀ 1 dÆ£ï 2023

PÉëÃvÀæzÀ ̧ ÀªÀÄ¸Éå ¤ªÁgÀuÉ 
C¢üPÁjUÀ½UÉ vÁQÃvÀÄ
À̧A.PÀ. ̧ ÀªÀiÁZÁgÀ, gÁªÀÄ£ÀUÀgÀ

PÉëÃvÀæ ªÁå¦ÛAiÀÄ ¥Àæw UÁæªÀÄzÀ®Æè ¥Àj²µÀÖgÀ 
À̧ä±Á£ÀPÁÌV s̈ÀÆ«Ä ªÀÄAdÆgÁUÀ̈ ÉÃPÀÄ. 

ªÀÄÄA¢£À ¢£ÀUÀ¼À°è F PÉÆgÀvÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¤ÃV À̧®Ä 
C¢üPÁjUÀ¼ÀÄ PÁAiÉÆÃð£ÀÄäRgÁUÀ̈ ÉÃPÀÄ JAzÀÄ 
±Á À̧PÀ JZï.¹.¨Á®PÀÈµÀÚ ºÉÃ½zÀgÀÄ.
£ÀUÀgÀzÀ «Ä¤ «zsÁ£À̧ ËzsÀzÀ°ègÀÄªÀ vÁ¥ÀA 
À̧̈ sÁAUÀtzÀ°è §ÄzsÀªÁgÀ £ÀqÉzÀ ªÀiÁUÀr 

«zsÁ£À̧ À̈ sÁ PÉëÃvÀæ ªÁå¦ÛAiÀÄ PÀÆlUÀ̄ ï ªÀÄvÀÄÛ 
©qÀ¢ ºÉÆÃ§½UÀ¼À ¥ÀæUÀw ¥Àj²Ã®£Á ̧ À̈ sÉAiÀÄ 
CzsÀåPÀëvÉ ªÀ»¹ CªÀgÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁrzÀgÀÄ.

À̧̈ sÉAiÀÄ°è À̧ªÀiÁd PÀ̄ Áåt E¯ÁSÉAiÀÄ 
¥ÀæUÀw ¥Àj²Ã®£É ªÉÃ¼É ¥Àj²µÀÖ eÁw ªÀÄvÀÄÛ 
ªÀUÀðzÀªÀgÀÄ ̧ Àä±Á£ÀPÁÌV ̧ À°è¹gÀÄªÀ ̈ ÉÃrPÉUÀ¼ÀÄ 
J¶ÖªÉ, ¥Àæ̧ ÀÄÛvÀ ̈ sÀÆ«Ä ® s̈Àå«gÀÄªÀ UÁæªÀÄUÀ¼ÉµÀÄÖ, 
JAzÀÄ ±Á À̧PÀgÀÄ ªÀiÁ»w PÉÃ½zÁUÀ vÁ®ÆèQ£À 
21 UÁæªÀÄUÀ¼À°è ªÀiÁvÀæ ̧ Àä±Á£À ̈ sÀÆ«Ä ® s̈Àå«zÀÄÝ 
15 PÀqÉ C©üªÀÈ¢Þ PÁªÀÄUÁjUÀ¼ÀÄ ¥ÀæUÀwAiÀÄ°èªÉ 
JAzÀÄ C¢üPÁj¬ÄAzÀ GvÀÛgÀ zÉÆgÉ¬ÄvÀÄ.
UÁæ«ÄÃt s̈ÁUÀzÀ°è À̧éAvÀ d«ÄÃ£ÀÄ 

ºÉÆA¢gÀÄªÀªÀgÀÄ vÀªÀÄä eÁUÀzÀ°è CAvÀå À̧A¸ÁÌgÀ 

ªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîvÁÛgÉ  G½zÀªÀgÀ ¥ÁqÉÃ£ÀÄ JAzÀgÀÄ.
À̧̈ sÉAiÀÄ°è UÉÊgÁVzÀÝ ««zsÀ E¯ÁSÁ¢üPÁjUÀ½UÉ 

PÁgÀt PÉÃ½ £ÉÆÃn¸ï ¤ÃqÀÄªÀAvÉ ±Á À̧PÀgÀÄ vÁ¥ÀA 
EM CªÀjUÉ w½¹zÀgÀÄ.

À̧̈ sÉAiÀÄ°è «zsÁ£À ¥ÀjµÀvï ̧ ÀzÀ̧ Àå ¹.JA.°AUÀ¥Àà, 
¢±Á ̧ À«Äw ̧ ÀzÀ̧ Éå PÁªÀå, UÉæÃqï-2 vÀºÀ¹Ã¯ÁÝgï 
±ÀAPÀgï, vÁ¥ÀA EM ¥Àæ¢Ã¥ï ̧ ÉÃjzÀAvÉ £Á£Á 
E¯ÁSÉ C¢üPÁjUÀ¼ÀÄ ºÁdjzÀÝgÀÄ.

gÁªÀÄ£ÀUÀgÀ vÁ¥ÀA ̧ À¨sÁAUÀtzÀ°è ±Á¸ÀPÀ JZï.¹.¨Á®PÀÈµÀÚ CzsÀåPÀëvÉAiÀÄ°è ¥ÀæUÀw 
¥Àj²Ã®£Á ̧ À¨sÉ £ÀqÉ¬ÄvÀÄ.

À̧A.PÀ. ̧ ÀªÀiÁZÁgÀ, PÀ£ÀPÀ¥ÀÅgÀ
¥ÀAZÁ¬ÄwAiÀÄ°è PÀ¼ÉzÀ ̧ Á°£À°è ¦.r.M DVzÀÝ 
PÉ.gÁªÀÄAiÀÄå ªÀUÁðªÀuÉAiÀiÁzÀ £ÀAvÀgÀ EAZÁeïð 
¤ÃqÀÄªÁUÀ PÀAzÁAiÀÄ ªÀ̧ ÀÆ¯Áw Ȩ́ÃjzÀAvÉ 
ºÀ®ªÀÅ ̈ ÁåAPï SÁvÉUÀ¼À ̄ ÉPÀÌ¥ÀvÀæUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ̧ ÀjAiÀiÁV 
¤Ãr®è EzÀgÀ §UÉÎ FVgÀÄªÀ C©üªÀÈ¢Þ C¢üPÁjUÉ 
ªÀiÁ»wAiÀÄ£ÀÄß PÉÃ½zÀgÉ ̧ ÀàµÀÖªÁV GvÀÛj À̧ÄwÛ®è JAzÀÄ 
CZÀÑ®Ä UÁæªÀÄ ¥ÀAZÁ¬Äw À̧zÀ̧ Àå PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ̧ Áé«Ä 
DgÉÆÃ¦¹zÀgÀÄ.

ªÀÄAUÀ¼ÀªÁgÀ CZÀÑ®Ä UÁæ¥ÀA À̧̈ sÁAUÀtzÀ°è 
UÁæ.¥ÀA CzsÀåPÉë ²ªÀªÀÄä PÉAUÉÃUËqÀ CzsÀåPÀëvÉAiÀÄ°è 
£ÀqÉzÀ À̧ªÀð À̧zÀ̧ ÀågÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àå À̧̈ sÉAiÀÄ°è 
¥Àæ±ÉßªÀiÁrzÁUÀ PÉ®ªÀÅ À̧zÀ̧ ÀågÀÄ À̧ºÀ zsÀé¤UÀÆr¹ 
ZÁeïð vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀ ªÀiÁ»wUÀ¼À£ÀÄß À̧zÀ̧ ÀåjUÉ 
À̧jAiÀiÁV ¤Ãr JAzÀÄ MvÁÛ¬Ä¹zÀgÀÄ.

À̧zÀ̧ Àå CAzÁ¤UËqÀ, PÀÄªÀiÁgÀ̧ Áé«Ä, C£ÀAvÀÄ 
ªÀiÁvÀ£Ár, ¥ÀAZÁ¬Äw ªÁå¦ÛAiÀÄ°è CwªÀÈ¶Ö¬ÄAzÀ 
d£ÀjUÉ vÉÆAzÀgÉAiÀiÁzÀ «µÀAiÀÄzÀ°è ¥ÀAZÁ¬ÄwAiÀÄ 
CzsÀåPÀëgÀÄ, C¢üPÁjUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀvÀÄð C£ÀÄzÁ£À 

¤ÃqÀªÀ°è vÁgÀvÀªÀÄå ªÀiÁqÀÄwÛ¢ÝÃj. ̈ ÉÆªÀÄä£ÀºÀ½î, 
AiÀÄqÀªÀiÁgÀ£ÀºÀ½î ̧ ÉÃjzÀAvÉ PÉ® UÁæªÀÄUÀ¼À°è ¥ÀæPÀÈw 
«PÉÆÃ¥ÀzÀr C£ÁºÀÄvÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ̧ ÀA s̈À«¹zÉ. EzÀjAzÀ 
UÁæªÀÄ À̧ÜgÀÄ vÉÆAzÀgÉ C£ÀÄ s̈À« À̧ÄwÛzÀÝgÀÄ JAzÀgÀÄ.

¦.r.M §AUÁgÀAiÀÄå ªÀiÁvÀ£Ár, ªÀÄºÁvÀäUÁA¢ü 
gÁ¶ÖçÃAiÀÄ GzÉÆåÃUÀ SÁwæ £ÀgÉÃUÁ AiÉÆÃd£ÉAiÀÄ 

C£ÀÄµÁ×£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀiÁqÀ̈ ÉÃPÁVzÉ. ¥Àæw UÁæªÀÄUÀ¼À®Æè 
À̧zÀ̧ ÀågÀÄ EvÀgÀjUÉ ̧ ÀzÀÄ¥ÀAiÉÆÃUÀªÁUÀÄªÀAvÉ UÀªÀÄ£À 

ºÀj À̧̈ ÉÃPÉAzÀgÀÄ. dªÀiÁ RZÀÄð ºÁUÀÆ »A¢£À 
À̧̈ sÁ £ÀqÀÄªÀ½PÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ̧ À̈ sÉUÉ «ªÀj¹zÀgÀÄ.
G¥ÁzsÀåPÉë ̧ ÀÄzsÁ gÁd±ÉÃRgï, ̧ ÀzÀ̧ ÀågÀÄUÀ¼ÁzÀ 

£ÀAeÉÃ±ï, ̧ ÁPÀªÀÄä, ̧ ÀÄgÉÃ±ï ªÉÆzÀ̄ ÁzÀªÀjzÀÝgÀÄ.

PÀ£ÀPÀ¥ÀÄgÀ vÁ®ÆPÀÄ CZÀÑ®Ä UÁæªÀÄ ¥ÀAZÁ¬Äw ̧ ÀªÀð ̧ ÀzÀ¸ÀågÀ ̧ À¨sÉAiÀÄ°è ²ªÀªÀÄä, §AUÁgÀAiÀÄå, 
¸ÀÄzsÁ, £ÀgÀ¹AºÀªÀÄÆwð G¥À¹ÜvÀjzÀÝgÀÄ. 

À̧àµÀÖ£É ¤ÃqÀzÀ C©üªÀÈ¢Þ C¢üPÁj: DgÉÆÃ¥À

UÀÄgÀÄ«£À ̧ ÁÜ£À JA¢UÀÆ ±Á±ÀévÀ

À̧A.PÀ. ̧ ÀªÀiÁZÁgÀ, ZÀ£Àß¥ÀlÖt
«zÁåzÁ£À ªÀiÁrzÀ UÀÄgÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 
£É£ÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¥ÀæwAiÉÆ§â ²µÀågÀ 
PÀvÀðªÀå JAzÀÄ vÁ®ÆèQ£À 
CgÀ¼Á¼ÀÄ À̧AzÀæ PÀ£ÁðlPÀ ¥À©èPï 
±Á É̄ ¥ÁæA±ÀÄ¥Á® zÉÆqÀØPÁ¼ÀAiÀÄå 
C©ü¥ÁæAiÀÄ¥ÀlÖgÀÄ.
E°è£À ±Á É̄AiÀÄ°è 1992 £ÉÃ 

¸Á°£À »jAiÀÄ «zÁåyðUÀ¼À 
UÉ¼ÉAiÀÄgÀ §¼ÀUÀzÀ ªÀw¬ÄAzÀ 
K¥Àðr¹zÀÝ UÀÄgÀÄªÀAzÀ£Á 
PÁgÀåPÀæªÀÄzÀ CzsÀåPÀëvÉ ªÀ»¹ 
ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁrzÀgÀÄ.
±Á É̄AiÀÄ°è ̧ ÉÃªÉ ̧ À°è¹ UËgÀªÀ 

¹éÃPÀj¹zÀ »jAiÀÄ ²PÀëPÀgÁzÀ 
¹zÀÝUÀAUÀAiÀÄå, w É̈âÃUËqÀ, 
«.¥ÀÅlÖ¥Àà, ±ÀAPÀgï ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁrzÀgÀÄ, 

dAiÀÄgÁªÀÄÄ, ¥ÀÅlÖ̧ Áé«Ä, ZÀ£Àß¥Àà, 
gÁªÀÄPÀÈµÀÚAiÀÄå, eÁÕ£À¥ÀÇtð, PÀÈµÀÚ, 
²æÃ¤ªÁ¸ï, ªÉÆÃºÀ£ï, CgÀ̧ ÀÄ, 
ªÀÄÄzÀÝtÚ Ȩ́ÃjzÀAvÉ 25PÀÆÌ ºÉZÀÄÑ 
»jAiÀÄ ²PÀëPÀgÀ£ÀÄß UËgÀ« À̧̄ Á¬ÄvÀÄ. 
»jAiÀÄ «zÁåjÜUÀ¼ÁzÀ «.¦.ZÀAzÀÄæ, 
«dAiÀÄPÀÄªÀiÁgï, ©.JA.C±ÉÆÃPï, 
¤gÀä®, vÁAiÀÄªÀÄä, ªÀ̧ ÀAvÀ, ̧ ÀÄzsÁ, 
®APÉÃ±ï, dAiÀÄ°AUÀ, dAiÀÄgÁdÄ, 
©.JZï.gÀªÉÄÃ±ï, ²ªÀgÁdÄ, 
ªÀgÀzÀgÁdÄ, ¹.PÀÄªÀiÁgï, 
¸Áé«Ä, EvÀgÀgÀÄ s̈ÁUÀªÀ»¹zÀÝgÀÄ. 
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